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See How Roo�ng 
Companies 
Celebrated 2021 
National Roo�ng 
Week

Roo�ng companies took to 
social media to celebrate 
National Roo�ng Week with 
posts about their favorite 
projects and people.

SOCIAL POST SPOTLIGHT 

VIDEO: Critical 
Insights on Employee 
Misclassi�cation

Legal experts weigh in on what 
contractors need to know about 
employee misclassi�cation and 
how to handle COVID vaccine 
issues.

Roofing Contractor Magazine
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GAF and ABC Supply Co. Inc. have 
partnered so contractors can use 
QuickMeasure alongside their myABCsupply 
accounts. #roofing #roofingtechnology 
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Roo�ng Reboot
Is it Time for a Technology Update?

What if you were opening your roo�ng business today? Would you deploy the same systems, methods, and 

tactics to drive sales, keep score of people, production, and pro�ts? Would you take advantage of the system 

to help you make plans for the business? And would that system add a great deal of value to not only the 

plan, but the enterprise moving into the future? 

Now consider, “What if there’s a better way?” Maybe it’s time for a review of your technology and how you 

operate your business. 

I don’t claim to be an expert on all the latest advancements in technology, but I am an expert as a consumer, 

and I know what I like. That doesn’t make me special; who isn’t a consumer? 

Your customers and potential customers are much savvier on tech than you may suspect. Even at my 

advanced age of 70, I use technology for the vast majority of my purchases. This has been advancing for me 

personally for decades, but the pandemic has greatly advanced the use of tech by nearly all consumers. 

Therefore, if you want to attract me to your business, you need to be present in my digital world so I can 

easily �nd you and do business with you.

What does that mean? Your presence on social media platforms matters and what you have to say matters as 

well. It’s not simply setting up a presence on Instagram or Twitter and just letting it sit. You must be engaged 

with some content that will interest your potential consumers. For me, I look for links to further my 

knowledge of the systems and products you offer. 

Some of my favorite things to discover on a contractor’s website or social are links to YouTube videos that 

explain some of the technical aspects of the systems and products the contractor offers. Many consumers 

do not want to get this far into the weeds, but some of us want to go beyond simply reading reviews. Putting 

yourself forward as an expert and a problem solver will set you apart from much of your competition. 

As a consumer, I love the easy pay apps. And if you offer �nancing, it’s vital that the process be seamless and 

easy. We consumers have been groomed to be impatient. Our expectations are that we can get anything we 

want anytime we want it. I do realize that in today’s world of supply-chain disruptions and worker shortages, 

this is not always possible, but you still need to keep your business processes seamless.

Do your systems allow you to seamlessly manage expectations by allowing your customers to check the 

status of their jobs? On their own and online? We consumers are quite accustomed to that kind of service. 

Our expectations have been elevated in this regard for a long time. I place an order online and if it is not 

coming right away, I can easily track it. 

These few instances of my experience with tech as a consumer are just the beginning. Technology changes 

by the minute and it is important for you to keep up with the latest. You may not always deploy the latest, but 

you must keep up. This month’s Roo�ng Contractor, with a focus on tech, is a great place to begin. 

NOTE
EDITOR'S
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Rick Damato
Editorial Director
rickdamato@yahoo.com
@RoofsByRick
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Boral Limited announced it has entered an agreement with a subsidiary of Westlake Chemical Corporation to 

sell its North American Building Products business for $2.15 billion.

Houston-based Westlake is a manufacturer of packaging and healthcare products as well as automotive and 

consumer goods and building and construction products. Boral’s North American building products 

businesses employ approximately 4,600 employees at 29 manufacturing sites in the U.S. and Mexico. Boral’s 

North American building products businesses generated revenues in excess of $1 billion in 2020.

“We are con�dent that this change of ownership to Westlake, with its strong history and focus on innovative 

exterior building products, will support the prospects for our North American Building Products business, 

which includes roo�ng, stone, light building products and windows businesses,” said Boral CEO and 

Managing Director Zlatko Todorcevski in a written statement.

The transaction is expected to be completed in the �rst half of �scal year 2022, allowing for the regulatory 

approval process. 

“This transaction will bring well-established and high-quality architectural solutions and premium product 

brands in roo�ng; siding, trim and shutters; decorative stone; and windows to complement our existing 

businesses, including Royal Building Products’ siding, trim and molding, DaVinci composite roo�ng, NAPCO 

Pipe and Fittings, and specialty PVC compounding business,” said Westlake President and CEO Albert Chao.

Boral has owned and operated building products businesses in the U.S. for more than 40 years. Todorcevski 

said the company recognizes and value the contribution that its North American building products’ 

employees and customers have made to the Boral Group over that time. Boral and Westlake will work 

together to ensure a smooth transition for customers and employees.

“The combination of Boral North America’s product lines with Westlake’s building products businesses will 

greatly expand our housing-related building products business and extend our presence in North America. 

We look forward to welcoming the Boral employees to the Westlake family and realizing the tremendous 

opportunities to grow the combined businesses,” said Chao.

As part of the review of Boral’s North American Fly Ash business (announced on April 15), Boral is continuing 

to explore value creation opportunities through a potential joint venture, strategic alliance, divestment to a 

third party or continued ownership of the Fly Ash business. Updates on this are expected to occur in August.

Boral to Sell North American Building 
Products Business for $2.15 Billion

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — Carlisle Companies Incorporated announced that construction has begun on Carlisle 

Construction Materials’ (CCM) sixth TPO manufacturing line, which Carlisle says will produce the commercial 

roo�ng industry’s �rst 16-foot-wide TPO membranes. According to a release, the new line, located in Carlisle, 

Pa., will add to CCM’s industry-leading production capacity with the widest TPO sheets on the market.

Consistent with Carlisle’s Vision 2025 strategy to invest in high-returning businesses, the new TPO line will 

support organic growth initiatives and also create jobs for the city of Carlisle and surrounding communities. 

The new line will begin production in early 2022.

“I am extremely pleased to announce this investment in CCM, and in the city of Carlisle, demonstrating our 

continued commitment to be a leading supplier of innovative products for energy-e�cient buildings and to 

deliver the premium Carlisle Experience to our customers," said Chris Koch, chairman, president and CEO. 

"Today’s announcement con�rms Carlisle’s position as a leading building products company.”

The widest width TPO membrane in the market today is available in a 12-foot sheet and was introduced by 

Carlisle in 2001. Wider TPO membranes have been an ongoing customer request, particularly with the steady 

increase in adhered and induction welded assemblies. Contractors using CCM’s new 16-foot-wide TPO 

membranes can expect signi�cant labor savings and improved installation quality, as there will be fewer rolls 

to handle, more than 25% fewer seams to weld, and less packaging waste to dispose of at the end of the 

project.

CCM created the �rst single-ply roo�ng membrane more than 50 years ago and in 1998 became the �rst 

manufacturer to build a dedicated TPO roo�ng membrane line. Since then, TPO has become the most widely 

used single-ply roo�ng membrane in the world and remains the fastest-growing segment of the commercial 

roo�ng industry. Carlisle’s other TPO innovations include TPO with APEEL™ Protective Film, and TPO with 

Self-Adhering Technology.

“The new 16-foot TPO line is another important milestone in Carlisle’s century-long history of innovation," said 

CCM President Nick Shears. "CCM has always focused on bringing innovations to the roo�ng industry 

because these products offer signi�cant, strategic, and practical advantages for our customers. The new TPO 

line is re�ective of CCM’s continuing investment in new products, our customers, and in the commercial 

roo�ng industry.”

Carlisle Companies Announces 
Construction of New TPO Manufacturing 
Line

BluSky Restoration Contractors Names 
Mike Scott as Memphis O�ce Vice 
PresidentMEMPHIS, Tenn. — BluSky Restoration Contractors LLC appointed Mike Scott as vice president of its 

Memphis, Tenn., o�ce. In his new role, Scott will be responsible for managing all of BluSky's Memphis branch 

operations including business development, customer relationships, project management, and 

administration.

"We're excited to welcome Mike to our team," said Chris Popwell, BluSky midsouth regional vice president. 

"Not only will he bring a tight focus on quality assurance, but he'll also be a strong champion of the customer 

service, teamwork, and integrity that our clients count on every day."

Scott began his career in the construction industry more than 25 years ago, and is a licensed HVAC, 

plumbing, and electrical contractor in the states of Tennessee, Mississippi, and Arkansas. He lives in 

Arlington, Tenn., with his three children.

SAN ANTONIO — US LBM reached a de�nitive agreement to acquire J.P. Hart Lumber and Hart Components, a 

building products distributor and manufacturer with eight operating locations across Texas. Upon completion 

of the acquisition, US LBM will operate 65 locations in Texas.

Founded in 1939 by J.P. (Jimmie) Hart and headquartered in San Antonio, Hart's operations serve the major 

markets in Texas with �ve building materials yards and one window distribution facility across Austin, 

Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth and San Antonio. Hart Components operates two roof truss and wall panel 

manufacturing facilities in Austin and San Antonio.

"Joining with US LBM in our 82nd anniversary year will allow us to continue to grow, provide new solutions for 

our valued customers and opportunities for our dedicated people," said W.B. (Speedy) Hart and Greg Wright.

Both Hart and Wright will remain with the company, with Wright continuing to lead day-to-day operations 

following completion of the acquisition.

"The Hart team is widely respected and known for excellence and innovation by professional builders across 

Texas," said US LBM President and CEO L.T. Gibson. "When this acquisition is completed, US LBM will have an 

expansive network across Texas, with a strong presence in every major housing market, including Austin, 

Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth and San Antonio."

In May, US LBM added 38 locations in Texas through the acquisition of Higginbotham Brothers.

The transaction is expected to close during the third quarter of 2021, subject to customary closing 

conditions. In May, US LBM announced an agreement to acquire American Construction Source, a national 

building materials distribution platform, which is also expected to close in the third quarter of 2021.

The JIAN Group LLC acted as �nancial advisor to Hart, with Norton Rose Fulbright and WyrickRobbins 

serving as legal counsel to the company.

US LBM to Acquire Texas' J.P. Hart Lumber 
and Hart Components

TAMKO Announces Executive Sales 
Leadership Promotions
GALENA, Kan. — TAMKO announced the promotions of two key leaders to bolster its sales and marketing. 

Longtime TAMKO executive Stephen McNally has been promoted to senior vice president, and Alex Hines has 

been promoted to McNally’s previous position of vice president of sales and marketing.

McNally joined TAMKO in 1989 as a territory manager, earning successive promotions to Northeast District 

sales manager, assistant vice president-sales and marketing and his most current role as vice president of 

sales and marketing. McNally will continue to provide executive leadership to critical areas related to 

TAMKO’s sales and marketing efforts, including future expansions of TAMKO’s new Proline Series shingles 

introduced earlier this year.

“Stephen has done an outstanding job leading TAMKO’s sales and marketing, driving tremendous growth in 

sales, pro�ts, creating mutually bene�cial customer relationships and mentoring and developing an 

outstanding TAMKO sales team,” said TAMKO’s Chairman and CEO David Humphreys. “Alongside Stephen’s 

leadership, Alex has played a key role over the last 16 years to TAMKO’s sales and marketing operations, so 

we’re looking forward to the continued growth these promotions will bring to TAMKO.”

Hines earned a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration with an emphasis in marketing from Missouri 

Southern State University prior to joining TAMKO in 2005 as a project manager. He has earned several 

promotions to various roles, including corporate account manager, director of marketing, director of 

builder/contractor relations and his most recent position as assistant vice president of sales and marketing. 

In his new role, Hines will assume leadership of TAMKO’s sales organization, marketing and communications 

and warehousing.

“Alex has proven sales success and I’m con�dent his experience and leadership will help TAMKO continue its 

focus on sales and marketing,” said McNally. “TAMKO customers are in good hands.”

FROM LEFT: Stephen 
McNally and Alex 
Hines. Photos 
courtesy of TAMKO.
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Roo�ng Alliance Announces Kelly Roo�ng as Newest Governor Member

DECRA and Weather Shield Named Winners of MRA’s Best Residential Metal Roo�ng Project Competition

NRCA Launches ProCerti�cation for Clay and Concrete Tile Systems Installers
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ROSEMONT, Ill. — The Roo�ng Alliance, celebrating 25 years as the foundation of the National Roo�ng 

Contractors Association (NRCA), announced its newest Governor Level member, Kelly Roo�ng, headquartered 

in Bonita Springs, Fla.

Membership in the Roo�ng Alliance supports the efforts of the organization to secure the future excellence 

of the industry. 

"I’m proud to have made a career in the roo�ng industry. Joining the Roo�ng Alliance is the best way I can 

think of to show my gratitude and help others in the industry," said Ken Kelly, president of Kelly Roo�ng, RC’s 

2019 Residential Roo�ng Contractor of the Year.

The Roo�ng Alliance was established within the National Roo�ng Foundation (NRF) to create a permanent 

endowment fund to serve as a highly focused resource for the roo�ng industry. As the foundation of NRCA, 

its objectives are to fund research projects while also supporting and funding charitable and educational 

programs.

Roo�ng Alliance members represent the best professionals in the roo�ng industry and include contractors, 

manufacturers and distributors. Members meet twice a year to review initiatives and determine the best use 

of Roo�ng Alliance funds for the betterment of the industry overall.

"It’s because of our members that we are able to continue to support initiatives that advance the roo�ng 

industry through programs that focus on education, training, and research," said Bennett Judson, Roo�ng 

Alliance executive director. "They give back not only through their monetary support but also through 

volunteering their time and sharing their expertise to lead the Roo�ng Alliance into the future."

Roo�ng Alliance Announces Kelly Roo�ng 
as Newest Governor Member

DECRA and Weather Shield Named Winners 
of MRA’s Best Residential Metal Roo�ng 
Project Competition
PORTLAND, Ore. — The Metal Roo�ng Alliance (MRA) selected manufacturer DECRA Metal Roo�ng and 

roo�ng installer Weather Shield Metal Roo�ng in Gulf Breeze, Fla., as the winners of its Best Residential Metal 

Roo�ng Project competition for a stunning metal roo�ng project recently completed on a home in Gulf 

Breeze. 

The owners of the award-winning, 4,500 square-foot home needed a durable but beautiful new roof strong 

enough to survive and last for decades, even in their hurricane-prone region. Just 20 years old, their home’s 

existing asphalt roof was showing wear as a result of Florida’s harsh conditions that include intense sun and 

salty, coastal air, but was still in decent shape structurally. For their new roof, the owners chose DECRA Shake 

XD stone-coated metal roo�ng, which delivers rustic beauty and architectural detail of hand-split wood shake, 

yet can endure for a lifetime given its reliability and strength that requires little to no maintenance and 

maintains its rich color consistently for years. The new metal roof was able to be installed right over the old 

roof using a synthetic underlayment that provides a great moisture barrier and a 50-year warranty. This 

installation method saves on tear-off and reducing waste while providing additional energy e�ciency 

bene�ts.

The home’s beautiful roo�ine included a variety of elevations and challenging pitches, gables and hip end 

details, requiring great attention to detail by Weather Shield, the installer who managed to accomplish the 

project in less than four days. As the ultimate test, the new roof withstood Hurricane Sally and came out 

unscathed and looking as good as ever.

“When we �rst met with the homeowners, they wanted a metal roof that �t with the style of their home. They 

loved the look of the DECRA Shake XD with the three-dimensional wood shake aesthetic," said Rip Hanks, 

president of Weather Shield Metal Roo�ng Inc. "Living in an active hurricane zone, wind rating and durability 

are other major concerns, so the design and installation are very important. Thanks to the DECRA and my 

expert installers, this customer is thrilled with the stunning improvement to their home."

With the end of the �rst quarter’s competition, the search is now on for MRA’s �nal Best Residential Metal 

Roo�ng project the second quarter of 2021. Open to U.S. and Canada homeowners, contractors, installers 

and manufacturers, MRA o�cials will select one outstanding metal roo�ng project based on project 

appearance, performance and originality/use of materials. Interested participants may upload their project 

photo along with a 200-word or less description for why their metal roo�ng project is worthy of top honors 

online at metalroo�ng.com. Next quarter’s winner will be announced this summer, and only residential metal 

roo�ng projects in the U.S. and Canada will be considered.

For more information about how to enter MRA’s “Best Metal Roo�ng” competition, visit 

www.metalroo�ng.com.

NRCA Launches ProCerti�cation for Clay 
and Concrete Tile Systems Installers
ROSEMONT, Ill. — The National Roo�ng Contractors Association (NRCA) announced the expansion of its 

ProCerti�cation program to include clay and concrete tile system installers.

Experienced installers who demonstrate substantial skills and knowledge of clay and concrete tile roof 

systems can apply to become NRCA ProCerti�ed® Clay and Concrete Tile Systems Installers. The 

certi�cation was developed with support from the Tile Roo�ng Industry Alliance. 

NRCA ProCerti�cation is the NRCA’s national certi�cation initiative to create a competent, sustainable and 

high-performing roo�ng industry workforce. Certi�cations now available include: NRCA ProCerti�ed Asphalt 

Shingle Systems Installer; NRCA ProCerti�ed Clay and Concrete Tile Systems Installer; NRCA ProCerti�ed 

EPDM Systems Installer; NRCA ProCerti�ed Thermoplastic Systems Installer; and NRCA ProCerti�ed Roo�ng 

Foreman. 

According to the NRCA, a roo�ng contractor’s certi�ed workforce strengthens customer and supplier 

con�dence; increases productivity; improves installation consistency and safety; enhances the company’s 

reputation and position in local markets; and increases pro�tability. Additional information about NRCA 

ProCerti�cation is available at nrca.net/procerti�cation.

https://www.versico.com/en/Roofing-Products/Other-Components/CAV-PRIME
http://www.metalroofing.com/
http://www.nrca.net/procertification
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Help Wanted
Competition for employees will continue to grow and be a major business issue for 
years to come

Working-class employment in the U.S. is changing. My dad was a carpenter and many of my friends’ parents 

worked in the trades or in a factory. However, the vast majority of middle-income parents want their kids to go 

to college and get a professional job, not work in the trades. Today, a college degree can cost well over 

$100,000 with student loans burying graduates in lingering debt. Yet millennials and others do not see the 

trades as an opportunity, even if trade workers make more money and enjoy what they do.

According to The Economic Policy Institute, working-class employees without a degree made up 66% of the 

entire workforce. Remember too that much of this workforce is composed of women, and traditionally the 

construction industry has not done that well recruiting women. Competition for employees will continue to 

grow and be a major business issue for years to come. Your business employment practices must change, or 

your company will have a painful future.

Monroe
PORTER

SCROLL
DOWN

It’s All Numbers

First of all, this is just math. Math is science. To make matters worse, we have an immigration system that 

doesn’t seem to work. Plus, millennials seem to have little interest in entering the trades. So, what does all 

this mean? The working-class workforce of tomorrow will have a different look and feel. 

In the future, you may have to look at new recruiting avenues, hire bi-lingual project managers, etc. One thing 

is for sure: you will have to be more aggressive regarding recruiting and maintaining your workforce.

“Pay higher than your local wage entry point. That wage 
will vary by region and location. If someone’s friends are 
making $15 and you start folks at $17 or $18, your entry-
level people will advertise for you. Paying more to start 
can help you �nd long-term employees.”

Pay to Play

Be the best employer in your trade in your area. Stop saying and thinking things like, “Well, I pay equal to my 

top competitors.” See this as an opportunity to get ahead of your competition, not match them. Pay above the 

top of the market. 

Remember, you don’t control wages, the marketplace does. I know a local business that is advertising $14 an 

hour and the theme park just announced they are hiring at $16 an hour plus bene�ts. Let’s see, I can nail 

shingles for $2 an hour less than I can make working in a theme park. Hmmm, where do I sign up?  

As businesses across the United States continue to open from COVID-19 slowdowns, there’s going to be a 

�erce competition for employees. Pay higher starting wages. Folks that don’t go to college or drop out are 

prime employment prospects. Many are confused and unsure what they want to do for a living. Some work at 

various retail, food, or other entry-level jobs. Pay higher than your local wage entry point. 

That wage will vary by region and location. If someone’s friends are making $15 and you start folks at $17 or 

$18, your entry-level people will advertise for you. Paying more to start can help you �nd long-term 

employees. Be ruthless and don’t keep people who are unwilling to show up, work hard and learn. Keep 

looking for the good seeds of your future. 

Much of roof installing is repetitive and can be learned quickly by the right person. As an employee’s skill and 

pay grows, so does his or her life commitment. It’s hard to just suddenly stop your career and learn 

something new when the rent or mortgage are due, a baby’s on the way, and the car payment and utilities are 

already late.

Maybe the employee was going to be a professional baseball player or rocket scientist, but the reality of life 

has locked his or her career into the trades. Put rising stars on a fast track. Recruit talent, teach skills, pay 

well.
Attitude Adjustment

Does your recruiting budget match your sales advertising budget? If an employee brings in $30,000 a year in 

gross pro�t, a capacity shortage immediately impacts the bottom line. Yet many contractors spend $1,000 or 

less on recruiting ads and wonder why they can’t �nd anyone. How much are you willing to spend to earn 

another $30,000 a year? Social and economic attitudes towards physical labor have changed. Yet many 

employers have not. 

If you saw a $100 bill laying on the sidewalk, you would quickly bend over and pick it up. If a valuable 

employee contacts your o�ce or sends a resume, you must quickly pick them up. Frequently, he or she will 

have a job within 24 hours. Too many contractors are too busy doing other things and the administrative staff 

is too slow to react to prime employee prospects.

Times have changed. Times will continue to change. You must change with it or get left behind. The 

challenge of the coming decade is �nding and maintaining a �eld workforce. This problem is not going away 

quickly, and you must adapt. It’s not your dad or grandpa’s workplace anymore. 

Monroe Porter is president of PROOF Management Consultants. He can be reached at 804-267-1688 or monroe@proofman.com.

mailto:monroe@proofman.com
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Problem Employees – Develop or Dismiss?  
With labor shortages still prominent in the roo�ng industry, rehabilitating and 
working with problem employees may be the best solution in lieu of termination

Not until the last several years, while intermittently dealing with an acute lack of available applicants to �ll job 

vacancies, have employers begun to more frequently struggle with the decision of whether to discharge a 

poor-performing or problem employee or give the employee yet another chance. It’s always a distressing 

event, but while there was a continuous stream of job-seekers applying — and the knowledge that employees 

were employed at will — the relevant concerns about terminating an employee did not include serious 

rami�cations on operational capacity. 

However, by early 2020, shortly before the coronavirus shattered our world, the unemployment rate had fallen 

to approximately 4%, its lowest point in almost 50 years. An estimated 7 million jobs remained. Employers in 

almost every industry were desperately seeking to retain current employees and attract new employees 

through measures including wage increases. More employees were voluntarily leaving to jump to another job 

than at any time since 2001. Many new hires never even completed their probationary period before leaving 

for greener pastures. 

The COIVD-19 pandemic turned the job market upside down almost overnight. The mandatory closure of all 

but essential businesses forced millions of people out of work. The unemployment rate promptly rose to over 

14% nationally and substantially higher in some localized markets. While the unemployment rate has fallen to 

around 6% due to the ongoing reopening of businesses across the country, millions remain unemployed. 

Despite this fact, many employers in a variety of industries are still reporting di�culty in �nding new hires. As 

the economy continues its recovery, competition for workers will intensify, exacerbating the hiring problem. 

Replacing employees, no matter the reason for their departure, is costly and time-consuming. In addition to 

the direct costs of recruiting, hiring, and training of new employees, there are the indirect and hidden costs of 

lost productivity and diminished employee morale among the remaining, overworked employees who may 

question whether they too should be seeking other jobs. 

While employers may not be able to prevent the voluntary departure of an employee seeking a perceived 

better opportunity, they can control the loss of an employee in what may be an unnecessary or hasty 

termination. Discharging someone who is underperforming or violated work rules may seem necessary at �rst 

blush. However, given today’s highly litigious environment, even a routine discharge generates a certain 

degree of risk. No employer action has a greater likelihood to precipitate legal scrutiny than �ring an 

employee. The number of workplace laws and regulations protecting employees from unfair or arbitrary 

termination, and the number of federal and state agencies that enforce them, has never been greater. 

Employment related legal actions are among, if not the most, frequently �led today. Whether they’re 

administrative charges �led with workplace enforcement agencies or lawsuits �led in the courts, they can be 

astronomically costly to defend, even when the employer’s actions were perfectly lawful. 

Richard D.
ALANIZ

SCROLL
DOWN

“Helping an employee through performance or conduct 
issues to become a productive member of the team could 
often prove much more rewarding and certainly more cost-
effective than summarily ushering them out the door.”

There are obviously some circumstances where the dismissal of an employee is the only viable option. Severe 

threatening or harassing conduct, acts of violence, theft, serious or continual insubordination, and similar 

serious misconduct cannot be tolerated. Yet in many cases, the situation is not one of �agrant or serious 

misconduct. Attendance issues are the single largest cause for employee terminations. Given the potential 

for legal fallout and the costs of replacing someone, especially in a tight labor market, perhaps a better 

alternative — at least in some cases — would be to rehabilitate the problem employee. Helping an employee 

through performance or conduct issues to become a productive member of the team could often prove much 

more rewarding and certainly more cost-effective than summarily ushering them out the door. 

Unfortunately, there’s typically no speedy or simple process for developing a problem employee into a model 

worker. It requires the time and careful attention of someone close to the issues, usually the employee’s 

immediate supervisor. Whoever’s in this role should have intimate knowledge of the job and how it should 

properly be performed. They should also be in a position to observe and promptly correct any conduct issues 

that persist. 

In addition to the personal coaching and guidance needed, the supervisor should also be prepared to use 

progressive discipline if necessary. When properly utilized, progressive discipline can help correct 

unacceptable performance or behavior problems well before they leave no possibility other than termination. 

At each stage of the progressive discipline process, if problems continue, the candid conversation with the 

employee should be commensurate with the level of discipline being issued. Too often employers avoid this 

type of critical, pointed discussion. Yet to be successful, the employee requires much more clarity.    

Employers attempting to salvage a problem employee also sometimes fail to take advantage of other available 

processes to address performance issues. One recommended step used by numerous employers is a 

Performance Improvement Plan (PIP). These should be considered any time an employee is struggling. 

Employers can implement PIPs for a wide range of reasonable time periods and include whatever 

benchmarks the employer deems appropriate to track and measure the employee’s progress. It should 

provide the employees the information needed to understand his/her performance de�ciencies, the 

performance goals, and the actions necessary to meet the performance and behavior goals. 

In the unlikely event that the personalized coaching and a PIP are unsuccessful in achieving the desired 

progress and termination is looming, the employer may want to consider a “last chance agreement.” As with a 

PIP, it can be for whatever length of time and can include any benchmarks that the employer feels are 

suitable. The understanding is that any continued unacceptable performance or behavior will automatically 

result in immediate dismissal. 

Ultimately, the goal is to avoid losing an employee who, if given the opportunity (or even opportunities) and 

needed guidance, can become a productive team member, helping to contribute to everyone’s success.

Richard D. Alaniz is a partner at Alaniz Law & Associates, a labor and employment �rm based in Houston. He has been at the forefront of labor and employment law 
for over forty years, including stints with the U.S. Department of Labor and the National Labor Relations Board. Reach Rick at 281-833-2200 or ralaniz@alaniz-
law.com. 

mailto:ralaniz@alaniz-law.com
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SPEAKER CATCH-UP
BY ART AISNER

Letitia Hanke still isn’t used to the spotlight. Daytime talk show appearances, surprise encounters with Mike 

Rowe and being honored on the �oor of her local NBA arena are humbling events that are still sinking in for the 

owner of ARS Roo�ng, Gutters & Solar in Santa Rosa, Calif. But Hanke clearly rises to the occasion. 

The 2020 Residential Roo�ng Contractor of the Year will do so again from the Best of Success stage Sept. 20 

in Dallas, when she discusses how the roo�ng sale she lost rapidly changed the trajectory of her business. RC 

caught up with her for the following preview.

Roo�ng Contractor: Will you tell us about the state of roo�ng in Northern California?

Letitia Hanke: We are as busy as ever. With so many wild�res over the last four years, we have thousands and 

thousands of homes rebuilding, so it’s endless work. I do mainly remodel work and commercial, so many 

roofers have �ocked to the rebuild, and I’ve stayed with remodel and commercial so we are getting countless 

calls.

RC: How has anything changed since receiving the Contractor of the Year Award in December? 

LH:  It’s changed a lot for me on a personal level. Being in this industry for 25 years having to prove myself so 

much more as a black, female roofer, it just means so much to me to be recognized by my peers. It’s a real 

sense of accomplishment.

RC: How do we get more women (working) on the roof?

LH: It will take the efforts of all of us, male and female, to actively seek out young females to encourage them 

into this trade. They don’t think about roo�ng as an opportunity because they simply don’t know about it.

A screenshot from 
when Mike Rowe 
surprised Letitia 

Hanke on 
"Returning the 

Favor," which aired 
on Facebook 

Watch.

What

Presenting at the 17th Annual Best
of Success Conference

RC: What will you cover in your BOS presentation and what do you hope contractors take away? 

LH: I’m looking forward to talking about some branding ideas that have worked really well for me, employee 

retention and also workforce development. I think contractors could always hear about things that other 

successful companies are doing. I love sharing this information as I think it bene�ts everyone. I always take 

away some idea to implement when I go to conventions.

RC: Because you’re a musician at heart, I’ve got to know what will be on your playlist for the trip to Dallas? 

LH: HA! OMG! I’m so addicted to ‘80s rock right now. ‘80s music is just so much fun and brings me such joy. I 

made an ‘80s playlist of some of my favorites, Def Leppard, Bon Jovi, Twisted Sister and so many more. Don’t 

be surprised if I show up with big hair!

SAVE THE DATE 
What: 2021 Best of Success conference 

When: Sept. 19-21 2021

Where: The Omni Frisco Hotel; Frisco, Texas

Who: Roo�ng contractors and industry professionals 

Notables: The 17th annual unique two-day experience returns to The Star in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex in order to help roo�ng professionals grow 
their businesses and become more successful. Featured will be: 

A new roster of roo�ng industry leaders and experts willing to share their expertise and business know-how to move the industry forward.

Unique and unrivaled networking and social opportunities with roo�ng industry leaders, as well as some of the most in�uential product and 
service providers in the roo�ng business. 

Online registration is now open at BestofSuccessConference.com.

http://www.bestofsuccessconference.com/
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SPEAKER CATCH-UP
BY ART AISNER

Gregg Wallick stood proudly on the Best of Success (BOS) stage in 2018, �anked by his two sons and 

surrounded by key members of his team as Best Roo�ng accepted RC’s 2018 Commercial Roo�ng Contractor 

of the Year award. 

His succession plan was in the works and the family’s roo�ng legacy appeared cemented as they celebrated 

with hundreds of BOS attendees in Dallas. But since then, business and the roo�ng industry continued to evolve 

— especially over the last 18 months. Priorities shifted, decisions were made and change came unexpectedly. 

So did all the rewards. 

The Wallicks will return to Dallas this September for BOS 2021 to share their story of overcoming obstacles in a 

family business. RC caught up with the senior Wallick for the following preview. 

Roo�ng Contractor: Will you tell us about the state of roo�ng in Southern Florida?

Greg Wallick: Like most industries in the country right now, the supply shortage and price increases are 

impacting our market, as well as the permits.

RC: What are a few of the biggest changes to your organization since the COVID-19 pandemic began?  

GW:  Price increases and material availability.

RC: Best Roo�ng seemed to go “next level” with its communication efforts once the lockdowns began. Why 

go that route and what’s been the biggest bene�ts?

GW: By creating a Zoom Room, we were able to reach a larger customer audience through online classes, 

seminars and bid presentations, especially during COVID-19 when it was di�cult to gather in large groups.

FROM LEFT: 
Zack Wallick, 
Gregg wallick 

and Ian Wallick.

What

Presenting at the 17th Annual Best
of Success Conference

RC: What will you be covering in your BOS presentation and what do you hope contractors get out of it? 

GW: We’re calling it: “Family Dynamics Tearing you Apart? When Unexpected Change Works Well 

Unexpectedly.”  My hope is they realize that eventually everything works out. With any family business there is 

drama, so try not to get overwhelmed, stay calm and work through it.

RC: What will it mean to present with your sons, particularly on this topic at this time?  

GW: We were together in 2018 when Best Roo�ng was named Roo�ng Contractor’s “Contractor of the Year.” A 

lot has changed since then, but I’m very proud that our relationships were mature enough to navigate through 

challenging times and now we are stronger than ever.

RC: When was your last time in Dallas, and what do you love/hate?  

GW: I was in Dallas for the IRE in February 2020 right before the pandemic lockdowns. I love the food and the 

culture there, but I don’t particularly care for the cold weather — I’m a true Floridian!

SAVE THE DATE 
What: 2021 Best of Success conference 

When: Sept. 19-21 2021

Where: The Omni Frisco Hotel; Frisco, Texas

Who: Roo�ng contractors and industry professionals 

Notables: The 17th annual unique two-day experience returns to The Star in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex in order to help roo�ng professionals grow 
their businesses and become more successful. Featured will be: 

A new roster of roo�ng industry leaders and experts willing to share their expertise and business know-how to move the industry forward.

Unique and unrivaled networking and social opportunities with roo�ng industry leaders, as well as some of the most in�uential product and 
service providers in the roo�ng business. 

Online registration is now open at BestofSuccessConference.com.

http://www.bestofsuccessconference.com/
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The PRO Act: A Bill Roo�ng Contractors 
Should Watch 
The biggest change to U.S. labor law in decades moves closer to the �nish line and 
could drastically change the relationship between employers and unions.

In March, the U.S. House of Representatives passed the Protecting the Right to Organize Act, or the PRO Act.  

The bill is now with the U.S. Senate and has been referred to the Senate’s Committee on Health, Education, 

Labor, and Pensions for review. With all the focus on the Biden administration’s infrastructure bill, the PRO Act 

hasn’t been getting too much attention.  However, if passed, the PRO Act would drastically change the 

relationship between employers and unions by expanding protections related to employees’ rights to organize 

and collectively bargain in the workplace. It would be the biggest change in labor law in decades.

As currently written, the PRO Act opens the door to corporate o�cer liability for companies and executives 

that violate workers’ rights under the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”), which handles workers’ rights to 

form, join, or assist unions and “engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining 

or other mutual aid and protection.” The corporate o�cer liability is particularly concerning because it opens 

“director or o�cers” of employers to the same civil penalties of up to $50,000 for �rst-time violations. That 

�ne could reach up to $100,000 for repeat violations if it’s found that “any director or o�cer of the employer 

who directed or committed the violation, had established a policy that led to such a violation, or had actual or 

constructive knowledge of and the authority to prevent the violation and failed to prevent the violation.”

Benjamin
Lowenthal

SCROLL
DOWN

"With all the focus on the Biden administration’s 
infrastructure bill, the PRO Act hasn’t been getting too 
much attention.  However, if passed, the PRO Act would 
drastically change the relationship between employers and 
unions by expanding protections related to employees’ 
rights to organize and collectively bargain in the 
workplace."

The PRO Act would also expand the de�nition of “employee” to increase the number of workers eligible for 

union membership and limit the workers considered “independent contractors.” The PRO Act would codify 

the “ABC test,” currently used by California, to determine whether workers are employees or independent 

contractors. Under the ABC test, a worker would be considered an employee, and not an independent 

contractor, unless the employer satis�es all three of the following conditions (A, B, and C):

A. the individual is free from control and direction in connection with the performance of the service, both 

under the contract for the performance of service and in fact

B. the service is performed outside the usual course of the business of the employer; and

C. the individual is customarily engaged in an independently established trade, occupation, profession, or 

business of the same nature as that involved in the service performed.

This new de�nition of “employee” would make it much more di�cult to classify a worker as an independent 

contractor under the NLRA.  

Some other changes the PRO Act would bring to existing labor law include:

Eliminates various right-to-work protections currently established in 27 states, such as prohibiting 

employees from being compelled to pay union dues or fees as a condition of their employment.

Legalizes secondary strikes and boycotts against third-party employers and contractors, currently 

forbidden by the NLRA.

Prohibits employers from permanently replacing striking workers with non-union labor.

Dissuades employers from obtaining legal advice on employee rights under the NLRA by requiring 

employers to report any arrangement, including an engagement with a law �rm, that directly or indirectly 

attempts to persuade employees not to organize.

In its current form, the PRO Act includes several other sweeping changes to current labor law.  With the 

current focus on infrastructure, it’s not expected that the PRO Act will be voted on and pass the U.S. Senate. 

However, it’s a bill roo�ng contractors should be keeping an eye on since it has the potential to drastically 

change the relationship between employers, employees, and unions.  

Benjamin S.  Lowenthal is an associate with Atlanta-based law �rm Hendrick, Phillips, Salzman & Siegel, who’s practice includes labor & employment matters within 
the construction industry. Reach him at 404-522-1410, bsl@hpsslaw.com or visit www.hpsslaw.com. 

mailto:bsl@hpsslaw.com?Subject=
http://www.hpsslaw.com/
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Sweet 
Solution

Roo�ng contractor gets 
creative to lay 12,000 square 
feet of roo�ng a day over 
Chicago-land candy 
manufacturer 

By Louisa Hart

Bob Cantaley has spent almost 40 years in the construction industry, much of that time overseeing the 

installation of new and replacement roofs. Even after decades in the business, he says that each project 

still presents new challenges.

“Every job has a personality of its own, so every job is customized,” said Cantaley, a superintendent and 

safety director at the Complete Building Maintenance Company, a 140-person commercial roo�ng 

contractor from greater Chicago. 

The company specializes in complex projects on existing buildings, and in the late summer of 2019, got 

a call to replace the one million square-foot roof of a local warehouse. Given the complexity of the 

proposed project, and the challenges it presented, Cantaley was assigned to oversee the job, working 

with a team of up to 12 roofers.

Photo credit: Photos courtesy of Jayson Franke  and Bob Cantaley

The building was occupied by two related businesses with shared concerns that would impact the scheduling 

of the reroo�ng, as well as the related processes while the work was under way. Ferrara Candy, a dominant 

force in the U.S. sweet snacking market with over $3 billion in annual revenue, manufactured and stored 

product in the warehouse prior to its distribution to outlets in the Midwest. Ryder Trucks, contracted by 

Ferrara to manage its distribution needs, occupied the other section of the warehouse. Looking back on the 

project, Cantaley noted that while every job is important, the clients on this job “were in the big leagues.”

Brian Gibson, then the continuous improvement manager at the site for Ryder, had concerns when he �rst 

heard about the project.

“I had not experienced that type of work before, so my preconceived notion was, ‘This is not going to be fun. 

We are going to have a lot of ine�cient management inside the warehouse. They are going to have to move 

things around from one door to another in order to create room on the outside of the building for the roofers,’” 

he said.

Workers moved just 
the gravel that they 
were going to work 
with on a speci�c 
day, removed the 
aging membrane, 

inspected the 
insulation for any 

issues, lay down the 
new materials, and 

replaced the gravel.  

Gibson’s concerns focused on the amount of tra�c that the warehouse experienced. The building was ringed 

with 240 loading docks to accommodate the distribution needs of Ferrara, with trucks coming and going 

literally at all hours, 24/7. The reroo�ng project would also generate truck tra�c, up to 35 loads a week, to 

deliver supplies for the new roof, and haul away materials stripped from the old roof. In order to address these 

concerns, and plan for a smooth operation, Cantaley worked with the Ryder and Ferrara teams well in advance 

of starting work.

“We discussed where we were going to be working, what areas on the roof, what areas on the ground would 

we need, how much of that area did we need, how would we coordinate gate entrances and accesses,” he 

said. 

As work progressed, Cantaley and his team followed the master plan and also �ne-tuned to it to 

accommodate last-minute changes. 

“You keep moving down the line, you can’t put your materials in the same spot every time. It was a like a 

ballet,” he said. 

Dan Kincaid, who managed the Ferrara team, had high praise for their efforts.

“Our partners, speci�cally the roo�ng company, were great about giving us advanced warnings anytime that 

they were going to bring in a crane, roo�ng materials, or anything else that could potentially interrupt our 

operation,” he said. “Because of their partnership and attention to detail, we could adjust our schedule to 

minimize impact.”

Johns Manville 
EPDM was used in 
the new roof in a 
ballasted system. 

Additionally, there was a need for essential modi�cations to the interior of the building before work could 

start. While Ryder had only minimal need for protection of its interior space, safety was a paramount concern 

of Ferrara, given the fact that raw food surfaces and product were exposed to that atmosphere. This meant 

covering the ceiling of the room with plastic sheeting to ensure that no debris from the work on the roof 

would fall into the manufacturing and distribution area. This work was done using 60-foot lifts to reach the 

ceiling and completely enclose the area. 

To add to management’s challenges, the project was working on a tight time frame. Cantaley and his 

colleagues �rst got on to the roof in August, and were facing the onset of cold Chicago weather, potentially as 

early as October. Since the original warehouse roof was ballasted EPDM, and had performed well, Johns 

Manville EPDM was also going to be used in the new roof in a ballasted system. This meant that the 

combination of precipitation – rain or snow – and plunging temperatures could bring work to a halt, freezing 

the ballast in place before work could continue.  

Location

Forest Park, Ill.

With eight million pounds of river rock to be moved and replaced on the new roof, e�ciency was essential. 

Cantaley and his team worked in a horseshoe system “where we’d end up where we started.” They moved just 

the gravel that they were going to work with on a speci�c day, removed the aging membrane, inspected the 

insulation for any issues, lay down the new materials, and replaced the gravel. 

“We were not taking it off the roof. We do it in a way that you’re not moving the gravel twice," Cantaley said. 

"You don’t really want to move that more than you have to.” 

Working at this pace, the complete maintenance team was able to install about 12,000 square feet a day. 

This tight coordination of the actual work on the ground as well as on the roof resulted in satisfaction from 

both the contractor and client. Cantaley observed that “this was one of the smoothest jobs ever” in his four 

decades of experience. At the same time, Ferrara management was reportedly pleased with very minimal 

interruption thanks to the diligent planning.

The warehouse now has a durable new Johns Manville EPDM roof, sheltering Ferrara products from the 

extreme heat and cold of Chicago weather, and helping to ensure that Ferrara can deliver the highest quality 

product to millions of consumers. 

Louisa Hart is a communications consultant for the EPDM Roo�ng Association (ERA). For more information, visit www.epdmroofs.org.

http://www.epdmroofs.org/
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  Fathers & Sons
After 30 years in commercial roo�ng Peter Owens (center) has sons Dillon (left) and Ben (right) to help carry on the family legacy at Tecta America New England. 

Photos courtesy of Tecta America New England.

Peter Owens Grows a 
Legacy of Success with 
His Sons in the Northeast 

BY ART AISNER

Among Tecta 
America New 

England’s 
signature roof 

installations is the 
Cross Insurance 

Pavilion at Gillette 
Stadium in 

Foxborough, Mass.

If there’s anything Peter Owens hasn’t seen in more than three decades of installing commercial rooftops 

across the Northeast, it would probably come as a surprise. 

Since getting his start in ownership with Delta Roo�ng in Northern Massachusetts in 1988, the construction 

process — from start to �nish — evolved, and the building materials and tools needed to use them also 

changed. Staying nimble and choosing the right partnerships were key in keeping the business, now known 

as Tecta America New England, ahead of the curve for most of his career. And while that’s still true today, he’s 

got the right team — including sons Dillon and Benjamin — in the fold and ready for what’s next.

Owens started out in sales, representing different companies in New England’s robust skiing industry. 

Through skiing, he met a commercial roo�ng contractor who became a close friend and offered him a job as a 

project manager and estimator in 1986. He became general manager and hired his brother-in-law, Brett 

Chapman, to be a project manager. By 1988, they both left to start Delta Roo�ng, and their previous employer 

went out of business. The decision, though di�cult, proved fruitful beyond his imagination.

“I loved the roo�ng business, but realized this particular company was having �nancial problems,” Owens 

explained. “My brother-in-law and I discussed starting our own professionally and ethically run roo�ng 

company, and that’s what we did … with the intent of creating a professionally and ethically run roo�ng 

company where customers’ needs came �rst.”

He quickly realized he couldn’t do it successfully without partners on the distribution side that would help 

give him a chance, and he had to earn it. 

“He was leaving my biggest client at the time, and they needed credit,” recalled Ted Boylan, founder of 

Massachusetts-based North Bridge Building Products, and at the time ran one of the region’s largest building 

supply distribution companies. "It was a judgment call. But Peter is a stickler for quality. And they had a good 

partnership, they were good salespeople and I trusted them. 

“That’s a big part of success in this industry, trust between the contractor and their distributor.” 

That trust was earned over the next 20 years as Owens grew the company by adding branches in Hanover, 

Mass., Portland, Maine, and East Hartford, Conn. At the same time they expanded the company’s physical 

footprint, Owens also pushed to make crews versatile enough to meet commercial and industrial roo�ng 

needs anywhere in the region. He helped broaden the company’s roo�ng expertise to include industrial, 

warehousing, commercial o�ces, healthcare, educational institutions and state, local and federal government 

buildings.

Tecta America New 
England's long-

standing 
relationship with 
Johns Manville 

earned them 
Johns Manville 

Peak Advantage 
status over many 

years.

Tecta America New England 

Locations: Headquartered in North 
Billerica, Mass.; branches in Brockton, 
Mass., East Hartford, Conn.; Portland, 
Maine

Founded: 1988 

Current Principal Owners: Peter Owens 

 

Scope of Work: 100% commercial; 65% 
reroof, 35% new construction

Company Specialty: Reroo�ng and custom 
sheet metal work, fabricated in-house

Number of Employees: 120, non-union 

Website: www.tectaamerica.com

DID YOU KNOW?

Tecta America New England works with the 
National Center for Missing & Exploited 
Children (NCMEC) to help recover missing 
children in the Northeast. Trucks at each 
location have a magnet with a photo and 
description of a missing child in their area. 

Next Level

In late 2007, Tecta America — one of the largest and most successful commercial roo�ng contractors in the 

country — made an offer. Though reluctant and somewhat skeptical of large roo�ng operations, Owens 

considered the opportunity of creating Tecta America New England as mutually bene�cial: Tecta would have 

its trusted contractor with broad reach in the Northeast; his company would bene�t from Tecta’s purchasing 

power and operational resources, including a pool of quali�ed and trained employees that can work around 

the country.

More than a decade later, it’s easy to say joining Tecta was the right decision to help grow and further 

professionalize the company. Operations are streamlined for service and production crews across the 

different branches, and strong safety measures are in place. 

The company’s 120 employees participate in rigorous training programs taught by full-time, in-house safety 

managers as well as other experts. Fall protection, OSHA, �rst aid, CPR, lead and asbestos abatement, and 

many other topics are covered during these sessions. 

As a company, Tecta has a great reputation for safety, registering one of the best EMR (Workers 

Compensation Experience Modi�cation Rating) in the industry, which is currently .65.

“This low EMR is an indicator of our dedication to thorough training and meticulously inspecting our work 

sites,” Owens said.

The company’s commitment to safety was rewarded in 2018 with the Silver Safety, Training and Evaluation 

Process (S.T.E.P.) award from the Associated Builders and Contractors of Massachusetts and the Gould 

Construction Institute (GCI).

The same level of commitment is dedicated to quality installations. Crews train on the jobsite, at branch 

locations and online throughout the year using customized software to complete training modules designed 

for career building. Tecta’s corporate o�ces conducts training programs for leadership in the �eld, as well as 

sales and service. 

“It’s all about getting a quali�ed and experienced applicator,” Owens said. “We are approved by every major 

roo�ng material manufacturer in the United States, so we are able to make roo�ng repairs that will not void a 

customer’s warranty.” 

The quality of Tecta America New England’s work has earned them top awards from roo�ng product 

manufacturers and trade associations. Its long-standing relationship with Johns Manville earned them Johns 

Manville Peak Advantage status over many years. 

The Owens family also strongly believe in giving back. The company supports numerous organizations and 

charities throughout the year including annual food drives for local food pantries, purchasing children’s gifts 

for Toys for Tots, and collecting gently used outerwear for men, women and children for Coats for Kids. 

Employees have also helped ful�ll children’s wish list items through the Make-A-Wish Foundation of 

Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 

Speci�cally, the Brockton, Mass. and Portland, Maine, service crews help maintain the roofs on Ronald 

McDonald Houses in Portland and Providence, R.I., respectively. They also collect and deliver much-needed 

items for families staying at Ronald McDonald Houses while their children receive medical care in nearby 

hospitals.

Tecta America New 
England makes a point 

of helping its 
communities, 

supporting efforts like 
the National Center for 

Missing & Exploited 
Children and Make-A-

Wish Foundation.

“What sets us apart from the competition is A) we answer 
the phone when it rings, day or night; and B) transparency. 
Our customers know where the project stands through 
constant communication with project managers, and they 
are noti�ed immediately if the scope of work needs to be 
changed.” — Peter Owens

Up Next  

Owens followed the same diligent approach to training customer care while breaking in the next generation 

into the family business. Older son Dillon formally joined the company in 2018 after graduating from the 

University of New Hampshire with a degree in Entrepreneurial Studies, and was recently promoted to director 

of operations at the Billerica branch.

Younger son Benjamin o�cially joined the company in early 2020 after pursuing academic degrees in 

computer science, game and interactive design in Florida. While there, he stayed in the business, working as 

an assistant project manager with Tecta America Central Florida in Sanford. He’s now learning the ropes as a 

project manager and estimator.

Coming up through the ranks will only help their understanding of the technical side of the business, while 

also gaining the respect of crews and department heads they may be asked to lead one day. 

“Employees drive your company’s success, and they are your most valuable asset. Let them know you value 

them and are committed to their success, and don’t keep them guessing about how they’re performing,” 

Owens said. “When your team feels supported they want to produce quality work and take pride in the 

�nished product.” 

Boylan, who now owns North Bridge Building Products with his son, Tristan, said they’re both looking forward 

to continuing their longstanding relationship with Tecta America New England for years to come.

“The commercial roo�ng industry is a very close-knit group of people and it’s a really exciting time right now 

to have (Tristan) work with me,” he said. “We have some contractors that I’ve dealt with their fathers as 

clients, and in some cases event grandfathers. There’s another whole generation coming through, and there’s 

not a lot of industries like that anymore.”

Owens says his 
company bene�ts from 

Tecta’s purchasing 
power and operational 
resources, including a 
pool of quali�ed and 

trained employees that 
can work around the 

country.

Art Aisner is editor of Roo�ng Contractor. Reach him at 248-244-6497 or aisnera@bnpmedia.com.

http://www.tectaamerica.com/
mailto:aisnera@bnpmedia.com
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�e roo�ng industry appears 
ready to move forward a�er 
months of uncer�ainty. Will 
the optimism – and supplies 
– last?
BY ART AISNER AND CHRIS GRAY
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The nation is pulling out from beneath the economic and psychological weight imposed by the COVID-19 

pandemic, but there’s no rest for the weary in roo�ng. Just as jobsites opened up and health restrictions 

eased, roo�ng contractors in both residential and commercial sectors faced di�culties �nding the materials 

needed to complete projects. As they have in the past, roo�ng contractors continue proving to be resilient 

and creative in order to keep business going. Many are turning to new technology and others are completely 

shifting their business model to meet the needs of a new normal. The companies that supply roo�ng 

contractors are adjusting too, accelerating at a record pace to meet their customers’ new demands. 

Here’s what several had to say as RC continues to cover the pandemic and how companies in and around 

roo�ng rebound. 

RC: How did your organization adjust to the COVID-19 pandemic, and what surprised you as it continued? 

Rick Hackett, Product Manager with Boral Roo�ng (RH): Just like many industries had to rapidly respond to 

the COVID-19 pandemic, the roo�ng industry has also been tasked with quickly adjusting to provide the 

services our customers rely on. For instance, with the cancellations of all trade shows, Boral Roo�ng quickly 

moved our tradeshow presence to a virtual showroom on our website where customers can visit our website 

and experience our entire product portfolio in a virtual setting. 

In addition, we had to quickly shift hundreds of employees from an o�ce location to their homes in a matter 

of days. Boral Roo�ng employees across the nation continued to keep the pipeline open, handling the in�ux 

of inquiries and providing personalized support both internally and externally without delay. This showcases 

the team’s can-do attitude. 

Dave Feitl, Vice President Global Roo�ng, Huntsman Building Solutions (DF): One of the biggest realizations 

we had was the understanding that we are an “on the streets” relationship-based organization. Ultimately, we 

view our relationships with our contractor customers as partnerships. Not being able to get out and to meet 

with our contractors nearly as much in 2020 was an unforeseen and somewhat uncomfortable change for us. 

Admittedly it did create challenges for both our sales staff and technical team and required us to pivot and 

adjust. We look forward to getting the pandemic behind us so that we can get out to see our contractors in 

person and to strengthen our relationships with them further. 

What has both surprised and inspired us most is how resilient our contractor customers have been through it 

all. We have seen them navigate and work around the pandemic, coming up with unique solutions to keep 

their projects moving forward, while ensuring the safety of their teams at the same time.

RC: How would you characterize the state of roo�ng as the country emerges from COVID-19?

DF: Huntsman Building Solutions is anticipating a banner year in roo�ng for several reasons. In 2020, there 

were many roofs neglected as a result of the confusion and negative impacts surrounding the COVID-19 

pandemic. In some cases, building occupants wouldn’t allow contractors onsite to start or complete their 

roo�ng projects. As a result, we are now seeing an acceleration of quotes for our roo�ng products for various 

roof projects. We are also seeing a lot of optimism among our contractors. 

Tom Shanahan, Vice President of Enterprise Risk Management, NRCA (TS): If anything, the material 

shortage issue has overtaken (the pandemic). That crisis has overshadowed the COVID-19 situation.

RC: The industry is experiencing unprecedented issues with supply chain. How are you coping and any 
lessons learned in 2020?

DF: The industry is in a lot of pain right now and we're doing our best as a supplier of products to our 

contractors. It just seems like it's been the perfect storm from lacking raw materials for … you can go back a 

year now. But we're �ghting through it and we can start to see a little light at the end of the tunnel for 

ourselves.

On into the fourth quarter, we're doing everything possible to get our contractors’ needs met. There are 

allocations. Every day's a new surprise, but we feel con�dent that we're going to �ght our way through this 

and come back stronger than ever.

RH: Yes, there were many lessons learned throughout 2020. We became versatile while continuing 

development of a dynamic Boral Roo�ng manufacturing team capable of overcoming obstacles and �nding 

solutions to further meet the growth occurring in our industry. We also accommodated the demand in the 

marketplace by increasing our capacity as needed.

“The industry is in a lot of pain right now and we're doing 
our best as a supplier of products to our contractors. It just 
seems like it's been the perfect storm from lacking raw 
materials for… you can go back a year now. But we're 
�ghting through it and we can start to see a little light at 
the end of the tunnel for ourselves.” 

— Dave Feitl

RC: Roofers got a taste of the supply-chain problems during last year’s peak season. How did you help 
contractors overcome it?

RH: Boral Roo�ng produced product demanded by our contractors and adjusted the production for many of 

our manufacturing locations by collaborating with our customers to develop solutions to best meet their 

schedules. Having great relationships with our customers allowed us to overcome the challenges during the 

peak roo�ng season in 2020 while still attempting to accommodate everyone’s targeted goals during a robust 

growth period. 

DF: Huntsman Building Solutions is lucky in that, because of our size, we have the purchasing power needed 

to secure product when others may not be able to. Additionally, we made a concerted effort to encourage 

contractors, many of whom are used to ordering product and receiving it very quickly, to get their orders in 

much earlier than normal. Our sales team made sure contractors knew to plan ahead. Moving forward, we’ve 

taken steps to ensure that we have additional storage capacity for critical products at both of our expanded 

facilities located in Canada and the U.S.

RC: Any lingering concerns about raw material costs, tariffs?

RH: Boral Roo�ng is always reviewing the changing costs in the market and identifying supply and demand. 

We continue to evaluate the best solution for each component needed to build our products to ensure we 

stay competitive while providing the products best for the market. 

TS: I was talking to one of my students the other day – two of them – and one of them said on one phone 

call, “Geez, I just placed an order and the delivery date is December 31.” I laughed, because I thought that 

couldn’t possibly be, he didn’t laugh back, so it was like, “Oh my gosh, he’s serious.” Sure enough, on a later 

call, a different contractor in another part of the country, said “Oh I just placed an order, I’m not getting it until 

January.” That time I didn’t laugh.

RC: Why are we seeing more companies that serve the roo�ng industry entering into tech partnerships and 
will it continue?

Mike Jost, COO ABC Supply Inc. Co. (MJ): Boral Roo�ng is always reviewing the changing costs in the 

market and identifying supply and demand. We continue to evaluate the best solution for each component 

needed to build our products to ensure we stay competitive while providing the products best for the market. 

Patrick Fingles, CEO, Leap (PF): To provide the best customer experience, we are working to integrate Leap’s 

sales software with other quality partners so that our platform provides home service professionals with the 

right services for their selling process. Our philosophy has always been to build bridges, not walls. We're 

thankful for the technology integrations that our partners provide.

“I was talking to one of my students the other day – two of 
them – and one of them said on one phone call, ‘Geez, I 
just placed an order and the delivery date is December 31.’ 
I laughed, because I thought that couldn’t possibly be, he 
didn’t laugh back, so it was like, ‘Oh my gosh, he’s serious.’ 
Sure enough, on a later call, a different contractor in 
another part of the country, said ‘Oh I just placed an order, 
I’m not getting it until January.’ That time I didn’t laugh.” 

— Tom Shanahan

RC: Not all tech tools are the right �t. How can contractors best evaluate what will work for them?

MJ: Contractors should �rst consider what their company’s needs are before buying a new tech device or 

software program. It can be tempting to buy a powerful new computer system, for example, but if your team is 

frequently on the go, mobile tablets might be a better �t. Also consider where pain points exist in your daily 

operations. If your accounting process is ine�cient, for example, you might want to consider adopting new 

accounting software or tools. 

A lot of technologies, like drones or o�ce equipment, can be leased or rented, so contractors can try before 

they make the decision to buy. Talking to other contractors or similarly sized businesses about the tech tools 

that did or didn’t work for them can also give you an idea of whether a certain tech will work for your team. 

Above all, be patient and know that many technologies won’t work perfectly for you right away — your team 

often needs a little time to get used to them.  

PF: I typically recommend looking for a platform that focuses on the contractors’ needs while providing the 

best possible customer experience. For example, we designed Leap knowing every home service provider 

operates differently and that no two deals are the same. Our platform gives home service professionals the 

ability to tailor the technology to their business. 

There's been a big push for digital in the home improvement and home services space because the current 

process is so antiquated. With that in mind, you're going to see different technologies �ood the space. 

Contractors need to really evaluate why they're adopting technology. It can’t be simply to say that you went 

digital — you need to ensure that you’re streamlining process and eliminating errors while providing a better 

customer experience.

RC: How are you preparing for IRE 2021?

RH: Boral Roo�ng recently participated in the IRE virtual show in March and will be rejoining the regular, 

annual in-person event in New Orleans next February. In the interim, we will be participating in SEBC and 

FRSA in Florida in late July as well as Western Roo�ng Expo in September in Las Vegas. We will also be 

hosting our Virtual Tour - Design Center Experience on the homepage of our website for the remainder of 

2021. 

DF: We're planning to be there with a big booth and we're looking forward to get out there and talk with our 

contractors and display in our next generation of products. There's a lot of things have been going on behind 

the scenes that we're really looking forward to rolling out to our contractors and contractors of the future.

RC: What are you proudest of about your organization having gone through this crisis?

RH: Boral Roo�ng was poised to utilize our website and social media platforms to communicate remotely, 

helping to keep our employees and customers safe and healthy. With roo�ng manufacturing recognized as an 

essential business, we are proud to keep our contractors which we supply informed of our new safety 

practices at our plants while continuing to provide quality products with reasonable turnaround times.   

DF: The integrity and quality of our products has remained top shelf through it all. Additionally, R&D has 

continued to lead development of Huntsman Building Solutions’ next generation roo�ng products, which we 

anticipate will be released mid-year. We have remained completely focused and committed to providing the 

highest performing solutions to our customer base, despite the obvious pains of COVID-19.

Art Aisner is editor of Roo�ng Contractor. Reach him at 248-244-6497 or aisnera@bnpmedia.com. Chris Gray is managing editor of Roo�ng Contractor. Reach him at 
248-244-6498 or grayc@bnpmedia.com.
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Around 84% of 
contractors are facing at 

least one material 
shortage, up from 71% 

in the �rst quarter.

BY CHRIS GRAY

U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s index shows majority of contractors face 
at least one material shortage that is affecting business opportunities

Commercial Contractors 
Upbeat Despite Continued 
Supply Shortages

Supply shortages and price hikes continue to hamper the roo�ng industry, but the latest U.S. Chamber of 

Commerce Commercial Construction Index indicates contractors are optimistic on revenue and business 

opportunities.

Thanks to a combination of multiple factors, including the COVID-19 pandemic, trade wars and an above-

average 2020 storm season, the raw material components manufacturers need to create products are simply 

not available. As a result, everything from petroleum-based products to wood are in short supply, making it 

di�cult for contractors to complete projects on time.

“We used to be able to get most of what we needed around that one-week time period and now we’re going 

upwards of three weeks to a month depending on what type of product you’re looking for,” said Keenan 

Young, general manager at Coryell Roo�ng and Construction in Oklahoma. “We haven’t run into any issues 

where it’s just not available, it’s just longer lead times.”

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s quarterly report shows 84% of contractors are facing at least one material 

shortage, up from 71% in the �rst quarter. The top shortage reported is wood/lumber (33%), followed by 29% 

saying steel is hard to come by. Of those contractors who are experiencing shortages, nearly half (46%) say 

it’s having a “high impact” on projects, up from 20% in Q1.

Nearly half of responding contractors (46%) say less availability of building products are their biggest 

concern, up from 33% in the previous quarter.

"We’re facing a challenge this year that no one in the roo�ng industry has ever seen,” said Ted Boylan, founder 

of Massachusetts-based North Bridge Building Products and an industry veteran of 41 years.

“We used to be able to get most of what we needed around 
that one-week time period and now we’re going upwards of 
three weeks to a month depending on what type of product 
you’re looking for. We haven’t run into any issues where it’s 
just not available, it’s just longer lead times.” 

— Keenan Young, Coryell Roo�ng and Construction

Almost all of the contractors (94%) said cost �uctuations are having a moderate to high impact on business, 

up 12 percentage points from Q1. This tracks with RC's State of the Industry report, which surveyed 

contractors in the fall of 2020. At the time, 43% of commercial contractors were concerned about building 

material price increases, showing just how fast the supply chain disruption problem has grown.

Boylan con�rmed that roo�ng contractors are grappling with shortages in nearly every critical roo�ng 

component, and sharp increases in the price of steel, copper, lumber and insulation. He started warning 

roofers of pending shortages in early March. Slowed by the pandemic and an anticipated decline in demand 

due to economic uncertainty, manufacturers didn’t build inventory over the winter months. That, coupled with 

the capacity limitations of manufacturing in the United States, means suppliers are already behind, and likely 

won’t meet demand in the summer months for commercial roo�ng.

“There’s no way to catch up this year,” Boylan explained. “There’s nothing since the 1980s until now that I’ve 

seen that represents the situation. There’s a lot of business out there and no material to put down and this 

summer and fall are going to be very, very di�cult.”

Despite the di�culties caused by material shortages, commercial contractors are expressing optimism. The 

overall index score for the report rose to 65, its highest reading since Q1 2020 (just before the pandemic took 

hold). The index shows 89% of contractors reporting moderate to high levels of con�dence in new business.

“Businesses are experiencing a great resurgence as vaccines allow the economy to fully reopen. Rising 

optimism from the commercial construction industry re�ects what we’re seeing across the broader economy,” 

said U.S. Chamber of Commerce Executive Vice President and Chief Policy O�cer Neil Bradley. “However, 

contractors continue to face challenges navigating materials shortages and �nding enough skilled workers to 

avoid having to turn down projects.”

“There’s no way to catch up this year. There’s nothing since 
the 1980s until now that I’ve seen that represents the 
situation. There’s a lot of business out there and no 
material to put down and this summer and fall are going to 
be very, very di�cult.”  

— Ted Boylan, North Bridge Building Products

Roo�ng Industry Still Short in Supplies, Laborers

Young shares in the optimism expressed by the index report, bolstered by the fact that the majority of Coryell 

Roo�ng's customers have been understanding about price hikes or delays.

“I haven’t had anybody that has come out and been upset when we come to them and say, ‘Hey, there’s been a 

price increase, we’ve got to adjust something,’” he said. “There’s nothing we can do to control it.”

Trent Cotney, CEO of Cotney Attorneys & Consultants, said his o�ces are constantly dealing with supply 

chain issues his clients are facing. He said while there are material problems on the residential side of the 

industry, the majority of them have come from commercial roo�ng contractors.

“I have spent the majority of my days �guring out how to adjust contracts before they’re executed or how to 

deal with a problem after you’ve got an executed contract,” Cotney said. “I don’t think it’s going to disappear 

anytime soon.”

He noted that, similar to what happened with toilet paper at the onset of the pandemic, contractors are 

starting to buy in bulk and hoard materials. Cotney said contractors could consider strategic plans to 

stockpile essential materials, but warns against exhausting cash �ow to purchase extra materials.

“Cash is still king, it will always be king, and while I anticipate … we’re going to continue to see this volatility, I 

think that I would recommend some caution and make sure all pre-purchases done are done based on 

absolutely you’re going to use it, you’re just spending it now rather than risking not having it later,” he said.

Contractors will need that cash, as the index report shows the workforce crisis continues to plague the 

industry. Most contractors (87%) expressed concerns over labor costs, with 64% saying costs have increased 

in the past six months.

In Q2, 88% of contractors report moderate to high levels of di�culty �nding skilled workers, of which 45% 

report a high level of di�culty. Just over a third of contractors (35%) experiencing labor di�culties said 

they’ve had to turn down work.

Chris Gray is managing editor of Roo�ng Contractor. Reach him at 248-244-6498 or grayc@bnpmedia.com. RC Editor Art Aisner contributed to this article.
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Teaming 
Up with 
Technology

BY ART AISNER

The roo�ng industry’s tech revolution accelerated during the COVID-19 pandemic and 
new partnerships emerged to help contractors

The in�ux of new technology into the roo�ng contractor space was already strong prior to the COVID-19-

compelled need for doing business a new way.

As the pandemic lingered — and put even greater emphasis on contractor e�ciency, network connectivity and 

innovation — technology became paramount to staying open and staying busy. Roo�ng contractors already 

integrating management software systems and video capabilities into their operations were ready for the 

pandemic’s paradigm shift. Others struggled, learning quickly which investments made during roo�ng’s pre-

COVID tech boom were wiser than others.

“The pandemic really sped up the need for contractors to adopt technology,” said Mike Jost, COO of ABC 

Supply Co. “With mobile technology and apps, they can do a lot of business from the jobsite instead of 

needing to go back to the o�ce to place orders, send invoices or do other tasks. And while we’ve missed 

seeing our customers in the branch throughout COVID-19 and know that technology will never replace our 

support and attention to their businesses, we expect many of these new tech habits to be here for the long 

haul.” 

myABCsupply, which 
now features 

integration with GAF 
QuickMeasure.

The industry’s technology boom, emphasized primarily as a way to attack roo�ng’s workforce dilemma, 

emerged from 2020 as a pathway for some roo�ng companies to thrive. The industry stakeholders servicing 

them from the manufacturing, distribution, and service and technology sectors took note and looked for ways 

to adapt. As they often do during challenging times, business synergies aligned and partnerships that 

otherwise may not have existed emerged. 

One of the most recent partnerships involves two roo�ng industry giants. 

ABC Supply Co. and GAF in June announced they were joining forces to give roo�ng contractors more 

convenient access to aerial roof measurements with GAF’s QuickMeasure report. Now roofers can get an 

interactive roof report that includes a design view featuring GAF products customized to the project through 

ABC’s myABCsupply. The company launched the tool in 2019 to give customers 24/7 access to placing 

orders online and now can offer much more.

That’s just the latest example. ABC Supply also collaborates with EagleView Technologies for aerial 

measuring and 3-D modeling; Chameleon Power for mobile visualization and design technology; AccuLynx for 

project management; and Billtrust for quick access to statements, invoices and online payments. 

“While we offer proprietary software such as myABCsupply, we also partner with industry-leading software 

through our ABC Connect program to allow our customers to continue working with the technologies they 

are already using,” Jost said.

AccuLynx was 
named Category 

Leader for 
Construction 

CRM Software 
by GetApp.

Contractors Have Choices

Other suppliers hardly sat by during the pandemic. Already ahead of the COVID-19 digital curve by launching 

its Beacon PRO+ in 2018, Beacon Building Products also made improvements. What started as an online 

ordering platform with 24/7 access has grown into a multi-dimensional tool that makes delivery tracking, 

order histories, bill payment and storm mapping easier. Earlier this year, Beacon added the newest feature — 

EagleView reports. 

The partnership grew in response to contractor feedback about what they needed most in the �eld.

“The PRO+ and EagleView partnership was absolutely 100% driven by demand from our contractors,” said 

Sarah Bradley, senior director of E-Commerce at Beacon. “We strive to make our contractors’ lives easier and 

our goal is to meet them where they are, even on digital platforms. With EagleView, a PRO+ customer can 

order a roof measurement report 24 hours a day, seven days a week just by logging in to PRO+ and entering 

the job address. They do not have to go to the job site �rst, and they do not have to hand measure, which 

saves precious time.”

Beacon added 
EagleView to its 
PRO+ to make 

ordering 
measurements 
available 24/7.

The versatility of Beacon’s other tech-tools are also making a difference for contractors.

Judd Fults started Fults Roo�ng on his own in 2017 after working for an established roo�ng company in 

greater Austin, Texas, for 25 years. He said it took a few years to �nd his digital footing, but earlier this year he 

converted all ordering to digital — in the middle of a hail storm.

Navigating a global pandemic and material shortages exacerbated by the Texas freeze in February and the 

early arrival of a volatile storm season has not been easy. But Fults said staying e�cient and productive 

wouldn’t be possible without the high-tech tools. 

“I’m still kind of old-school and not very technologically savvy. But I’ve gotten the hang of it and like the fact 

that it’s automated and keeps all my records,” he said of using Beacon’s PRO+ for ordering and tracking. “I 

don’t have to do that myself anymore.”

Many companies 
have partnered with 

EagleView to 
provide customers 

with aerial 
measurement 

services.

In March, SRS Distribution launched a strategic agreement with AccuLynx to enhance its Roof Hub desktop 

ordering and materials management system, just introduced in 2020 after the success of the mobile app. 

Launched at the 2019 International Roo�ng Expo, the perception could have been that it was too soon to add 

improvements, but the drivers behind the deal thought otherwise. Roo�ng contractors that use AccuLynx will 

now be able to access SRS products, see speci�c material pricing and place digital orders for materials 

directly from AccuLynx without the need to log into another system to see material costs or place orders.

One pre-pandemic partnership that’s enhancing the work lives of roo�ng contractors right now is Beacon’s 

implementation of JobNimbus, which allows customers to place orders without the need for a phone call or 

an additional app. The contractor’s Beacon account is automatically linked to JobNimbus and covers pricing 

to make the experience as quick and convenient as possible.

Company leaders at JobNimbus also took the opportunity to pivot during the pandemic, announcing in May a 

new integration with Xactware, a leading provider of technology for the property insurance, remodeling, and 

restoration industries.

SRS Distribution's 
Roof Hub 
enables 

contractors to 
manage fast 
and accurate 

estimates and 
ordering.

The collaboration allows roo�ng contractors to import Xactimate data into JobNimbus with one click, 

eliminating duplicate entries and the potential for data-entry errors.

“At the end of the day, what this is going to do is save them about 30 to 35 minutes of data entry for each 

restoration assignment they get or each estimate that they’re trying to process,” explained Mark Olson, vice 

president of marketing at JobNimbus. “We’re all about trying to make people more organized, trying to make 

them more e�cient, try to make them more pro�table and more professional, and if we can save somebody 

35 minutes once a day, twice a day, four times a day, we’re giving them a piece of their life back.”

That’s time available to reinvest in their business or break away from the o�ce a little bit early to enhance 

their quality of life.

JobNimbus works 
with multiple 
companies, 

including Xactware 
and Beacon.

Broadening Scope

Improving work/life balance and providing a great, comprehensive customer experience were what Leap and 

its sales platform for contractors was designed for. The home services software company grew its business 

during the pandemic by giving contractor clients idled by lockdowns an opportunity to build their business 

infrastructure. With digital estimates, contracts, online follow ups and a secure payment process available 

within a single app, roo�ng contractors well-versed in its operations were ready when essential businesses 

opened up.

Yet, when the pandemic converted many home and property owners into a digital mindset, it also drove 

demand toward a need that the platform couldn’t cover on its own. Leap’s customers — and roo�ng 

contractors in particular — consistently need to deliver fast and accurate project quotes, which require quick, 

but reliable estimates for materials. 

Leap CEO Patrick Fingles said they recognized the sharp increase in remote selling and estimating during the 

pandemic, which created a real need for accurate measurement. Scope Technologies has a system for 

capturing satellite measurements of the entire building envelope with fast turnaround times. The two 

companies announced a partnership in April that allows roo�ng contractors to import Scope measurements 

into Leap and build digital project estimates.

“Simply put, we knew that tapping into Scope Technologies’ data capabilities would strengthen our digital 

platform and help give home service professionals a competitive advantage,” said Fingles. “Especially in times 

like these when home improvement projects are increasing, time is of the essence, and we believe this 

partnership will help contractors be more e�cient and further exceed customer expectations.” 

Leap and Scope 
Technologies 
partnered to 
deliver more 

e�cient 
measurement 
data with sales 

and project 
management.

Leap also took the steps to revamp its own product during the “pandemic pause,” launching a new version 

with an updated user interface, automated estimates, custom pricing and more. The platform now digitizes 

every stage of the roo�ng sales process, including measuring, estimating, �nancing and contracting, and 

goes a step further with real-time homeowner communication, inventory look-up, pricing, and contact 

management.

The tech explosion is also spreading into the �nancing arena. In June, Roofr and PowerPay, one of the 

country’s fastest-growing �nancing technology companies in the home improvement space, announced a 

deal that provides consumer �nancing program with low rates and 0% dealer fees. 

Roo�ng is one of PowerPay's largest �nancing categories, with a total of $475 million provided in loans for 

roo�ng projects.

“Simply put, we knew that tapping into Scope 
Technologies’ data capabilities would strengthen our 
digital platform and help give home service professionals a 
competitive advantage. Especially in times like these when 
home improvement projects are increasing, time is of the 
essence, and we believe this partnership will help 
contractors be more e�cient and further exceed customer 
expectations.”

–Patrick Fingles, CEO, Leap

"We’re excited to welcome Roofr to our growing list of integrated partners,” said PowerPay Co-founder David 

Haas in a written statement. “It's a perfect partnership of like-minded companies that focus on using 

technology to increase the speed and reduce the cost of doing business.”

From customer communications and business operations to tracking and �nancing, the industry is moving 

fast toward total digitization. The experts don’t see that stopping, whether roo�ng is ready or not.

“Homeowners have been steadily moving toward digital experiences. Digitizing the entire process of 

measuring, quoting, and delivering estimates to customers not only improves safety and e�ciency for home 

service providers, but also decreases project turn-around time,” Fingles said. “Reducing wasted time means 

more satis�ed customers and more revenue in a home service providers’ pockets.”

Art Aisner is editor of Roo�ng Contractor. Reach him at 248-244-6497 or aisnera@bnpmedia.com. RC Managing Editor Chris Gray contributed to this report.

mailto:aisnera@bnpmedia.com
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IRE 2021 PREVIEW
A lot has changed around the world, and certainly within the roo�ng industry since 

the International Roo�ng Expo was last in Sin City. 

BY ART AISNER and CHRIS GRAY

The roo�ng industry was booming in 2017. The economy strengthened with historically-low unemployment, 

modest interest rates and improving consumer con�dence in many sectors, including roo�ng. Timely storms 

like hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria had a major impact on the roo�ng industry, but even before then, there 

was a lot of industrywide momentum that started at the 2017 International Roo�ng Expo in Las Vegas. 

At the time, the more than 11,200 attendees at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center set a show record — 

soon eclipsed by Nashville in 2019 (14,325), then shattered by Dallas in 2020 (17,060). 

There may be several factors why Las Vegas won’t draw a record crowd as the show returns Aug. 10-12 at 

the Mandalay Bay. But those roo�ng pros that will be there — perhaps for the �rst time since that IRE — are 

likely to notice something new.

For one thing, change is always afoot in a city like Las Vegas.

Not long after they tore up the carpet on the show �oor and shipped off the last bundle of display shingles in 

February 2017 did Sin City welcome its �rst pro sports team, the Golden Knights of National Hockey League. 

They play in T-Mobile Arena, which quickly hosted a Stanley Cup Finals that year with the team’s 

unprecedented success. 

That opened the path for another vaunted sports franchise’s arrival in Las Vegas — The Raiders in 2020. The 

perennial "bad boys" of the National Football League play in the $2 billion Allegiant Stadium, located on a 62-

acre parcel west of the Mandalay Bay. Its 325,000 square-foot domed, PVC roof and glowing logo were 

installed by Eberhard Southwest Roo�ng, and earned Sika Sarna�l’s 2020 Project of the Year Award for low 

slope construction. 

In With the New… 

Attendees will also notice a lot of attention focused on the Resorts World Las Vegas, which opened June 24 

on the former site of the historic Stardust. The 59-story marvel boasts 3,500 rooms and is digitally integrated, 

offering the �rst cashless-gaming experience on the Strip. 

The Asian-themed resort is billed as an international destination and is the �rst ground-up resort 

construction along the heart of Vegas in more than a decade. At $4.3 billion, it’s also the most expensive 

resort property in the city’s history. For now. 

If you prefer time away from the action on the Strip, you’ll probably notice the Circa Resort & Casino 

downtown. The 44-story hotel, which opened in 2020 on Fremont Street, has more than 700 rooms and was 

notable during construction for being the �rst all-new build downtown in more than 40 years. 

New Names, Familiar Spaces 

Since 2017, some notable Sin City landmarks — sure to have hosted a roofer or two over the years — are now 

under new bright lights. 

First, the space formerly known as the Hard Rock near the Strip is now the Virgin Hotel Las Vegas. Opened in 

1995 as the world's �rst rock 'n' roll-themed hotel, the 1,500-plus room sold for $500 million in 2018. It closed 

while undergoing a $200 million renovation to correspond with the rebrand, and �nally opened in March after 

several COVID-19-related delays. 

Perhaps Las Vegas’ most noticeable landmark — and that’s saying a lot — was also part of a recent major 

million-dollar renovation. The Strat is the new name for the resort that opened in 1996 as the Stratosphere. 

They couldn’t change much about the signature tower, which at 1,149 feet is still the nation’s largest 

freestanding observation tower. However, the adjacent resort underneath underwent a substantial $140 

million overhaul. 

Photos from the 
World of Concrete 
expo hint at what 
attendees to the 
2021 IRE can 
expect.

IRE Test Run at World of Concrete

Las Vegas o�cially fully reopened June 1, and among the �rst tests of large industry conventions was World 

of Concrete, held June 8-10. 

“We are so happy to be the �rst large-scale trade show to return to the show �oor in the U.S.,” said Nan Walsh, 

president, North America at Informa Markets, which also plans the IRE. “I believe we are signaling a return to 

business and connection that is needed now more than ever.” 

This signature annual event drew tens of thousands of industry professionals, featuring more than 650 

exhibiting companies across nearly 300,000 square feet of exhibit space. Like IRE, the show converted to a 

badge-less, fully digital registration process. It required handy use of your smartphone for QR-code scanning 

at the entrances, but was pretty convenient, according to trade show veteran Cecilia Brauer, RC’s western 

sales manager.

She noted convention staff wore masks, and it was encouraged with signage, but sparingly enforced, and that 

exhibitors were stressing quality-over-quantity in terms of in-person meetings and product inquiries.

“Everyone attending wants to talk and be in-person, and understands the industry has to start somewhere,” 

she noted from the show �oor.

Register for IRE 2021 here.

NWiR will holds its 
fourth annual 

event prior to IRE 
2021.

National Women in Roo�ng Day Returns Aug. 8

Before the IRE 2021 o�cially begins, join women from all facets of the roo�ng industry to learn about the 

latest strategies and tactics during National Women in Roo�ng (NWiR) Day.

NWiR Day takes place 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Aug. 8 in Las Vegas. Now in its fourth year, the annual event brings 

together hundreds of like-minded women for a day of fun, insights and inspiration. Unlike other conferences, 

the sessions held throughout the day don’t focus on speci�c platforms or tools, and is applicable to all 

roo�ng professionals.

“NWiR Day is an event designed to bring together the many amazing women within the roo�ng industry,” said 

Anna Anderson, CEO of Art Unlimited and a member of NWiR’s executive committee. “Together we will learn 

about topics speci�c to women, discover technical skills, recruitment opportunities, and ways to enhance our 

personal and professional lives. This is a day you do not want to miss, it's all about you! Join us as we reveal 

what roo�ng is to you and the industry!”

Attendees can participate in sessions covering a wide range of topics, including communications, mentoring, 

recruitment, and career development. Hands-on demonstrations are also available alongside plenty of 

networking opportunities, from Q&A sessions to roundtables.

"It's been great, a lot of educational information that I believe is going to help me as a woman do better in the 

industry," said Xochitl Arango, owner of The Roo�ng Lady, during the third annual NWiR Day.

The fun doesn’t stop when the sessions end. The day includes a light breakfast, lunch, snacks and evening 

activity. As of publication, the NWiR is providing a swag bag of gifts from the event’s sponsors to the �rst 195 

attendees.

A full schedule and agenda will be available on the NWiR website. To register for the event, visit the IRE 

website.

Image courtesy of SRS Raise the Roof Foundation.

SRS Distribution Brings Little Big Town and Darius Rucker to Sin City

SRS Distribution knows how to throw a good time for a good cause, as attendees to the IRE 2020 in Dallas 

know. At that event, guests enjoyed music from legendary rock band Journey and were treated to a keynote 

address from former President George W. Bush.

The Dallas-based roo�ng and building supply distributor is back for IRE 2021 with another memorable 

concert on Aug. 11 at the House of Blues in Mandalay Bay. This year’s event will feature country music group 

Little Big Town and Darius Rucker, from Hootie and the Blow�sh fame.

First formed in 1998, the three-time Grammy Award-winning Little Big Town still consists of its original band 

lineup, creating popular country hits like “Pontoon,” “Girl Crush” and “Better Man” and a discography of nine 

albums. Mandalay Bay is just one stop on their latest tour, which features dates well into the end of the year.

Joining them at the House of Blues is Rucker, who after achieving success as the lead vocalist and guitarist 

for ‘90s sensation Hootie and the Blow�sh, �ourished as a solo country music artist. In 2009, he became the 

�rst Black American to win the New Artist Award from the Country Music Association, and the second Black 

person to receive an award from the association.

All money raised by the concert goes directly to NWiR, the Roo�ng Alliance, and the SRS Raise the Roof 

Foundation. Guest speakers this year include members of NWiR and the Roo�ng Alliance as part of SRS’ 

commitment to improving diversity and inclusion in the roo�ng industry.

The nonpro�t SRS Raise the Roof Foundation was formed in 2012 as a way for SRS to give back to its 

communities, often championing causes like support for veterans and disaster relief. All food and drinks are 

included for the event, so SRS encourages guests to come hungry, thirsty and ready to support great causes. 

For more information, visit www.srsraisetherooffoundation.org.

Art Aisner is editor of Roo�ng Contractor. Reach him at 248-244-6497 or aisnera@bnpmedia.com. Chris Gray is managing editor of Roo�ng Contractor. Reach him at 
248-244-6498 or grayc@bnpmedia.com.

https://www.theroofingexpo.com/en/register.html
https://www.nationalwomeninroofing.org/home/education/nwir-day-2021/
https://www.theroofingexpo.com/en/register.html
http://www.srsraisetherooffoundation.org/
mailto:aisnera@bnpmedia.com
mailto:grayc@bnpmedia.com
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Roofr Sales Platform • Roofr

Garland RAMP • The Garland Co.

JobNimbus Management Software • JobNimbus

ROOFViewer • IKO

TAMKO Edge • TAMKO

AppliCad Roof Wizard • AppliCad

iRoo�ng App • iRoo�ng

Roof Asset Management System • RoofLogic

Drawing/Takeoff Tool • RoofCAD

AccuLynx/SRS Distribution Integration • AccuLynx

EagleView Premium Reports • EagleView

The Edge • Estimating Edge

Aerial Roof Measurements • RoofSnap

ProSell 2.0 • Owens Corning

myABCsupply • ABC Supply Co. Inc.
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New Roo�ng Estimating Training Program for Roofers

There is a lot more to estimating than measuring a rooftop or learning local building codes. Anyone serious about starting their 

career as an estimator or looking to grow their skills should check out Cotney Attorneys & Consultants’ Roo�ng Estimating Training 

Program. The training program offers an easy-to-follow format that takes you step by step through every critical aspect of 

estimating.

This program was developed in conjunction with subject matter from professional experts whose primary role is to oversee and 

manage all aspects of estimating a roo�ng project. This multi-step process provides training and recognition for the industry 

workforce. The estimator training course offers nine modules covering everything from roo�ng skills and processes to materials, 

essential math, code requirements, bidding and more. After each module, participants will take a short quiz, then �nish the course 

with a multiple-choice test. 

Learn the essential functions of a roo�ng estimator, including estimating labor, materials, accessories, and time, and the various 

building codes and roof designs. You will also learn how to coordinate with clients, project managers, engineers, and architects. Need 

to hone your organizational skills? The course offers you great tips to help you plan and organize. The estimating training program 

will help you improve your estimating skills, which will prepare you for any construction project.

“With the Roo�ng Estimating Training Program, you put yourself on a career path to becoming a certi�ed professional roo�ng 

estimator. Becoming a successful estimator can take years and after taking this course, you can build your expertise, and eventually 

become a senior estimator, then a director of estimating to lead your team,” says John Kenney, COO of Cotney Attorneys & 

Consultants.

To learn more about the Cotney Attorneys & Consultants’ Roo�ng Estimating Training Program, visit cotneycl.com/practice-

areas/training/.

http://www.cotneycl.com/practice-areas/training/
http://www.cotneycl.com/practice-areas/training/
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Selecting Select Shake

Roofs take a beating. Especially if they’re in coastal regions or storm-prone areas.

When California homeowner Jerry Cochran decided it was time for his new roof, he invested in DaVinci Select Shake composite 

roo�ng.

“This roof has everything going for it,” says Cochran. “It’s the best looking roo�ng material I found in the marketplace.”

With a corner lot less than seven miles from the ocean, Cochran was very particular about the roo�ng material added to his home.

“I want a beautiful roof to improve my home’s curb appeal. At the same time, I’m looking for durability … a roof that will not leak 

during our rainy season or deteriorate due to coastal conditions.”

Worry-Free Composite Roo�ng

Across the country in Minnesota, Kristine Merta’s real cedar roof was destroyed by a wicked hail storm. She went with her roofer’s 

recommendation of a maintenance-free Select Shake roof.

“The aesthetics are terri�c on this roof,” says Merta. “I’m very pleased with this composite roo�ng. My roofer took a bad situation 

and turned it into a very positive ending for my home.”

Selecting Select Shake

Created with the authentic look of real cedar shake taken from natural wood pro�les, the multi-width Select Shake tiles are 22-inch 

long and 5/8-inch thick. Available in 8- and 10-inch widths, the larger pieces have a simulated keyway to give the appearance of four 

and six-inch width shakes placed together.

Select Shake tiles come in eight unique color blends, including Autumn, Chesapeake, Mountain, Tahoe, Weathered Gray, Aged Cedar, 

Black Oak and Mossy Cedar.

As with all DaVinci composite roo�ng materials, Select Shake is Class A �re rated and Class 4 impact rated. Each piece resists fading, 

curling, cracking and cupping. The synthetic shakes also resist salt air and sea spray, rotting and insects, plus algae and moss growth.

https://www.davinciroofscapes.com/products/shake/select-shake/
https://www.davinciroofscapes.com/products/shake/select-shake/
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Arizona schoolhouse receives a new roof made to 
look just like the original from 1921

The Roosevelt, an important Tucson landmark now owned by Pima Community College, has seen several renovations over the years, 

most recently involving a major reroof. All of the existing tile had to come off intact and be saved for reapplication. Then, a new tile 

underlayment had to be installed and a new surface applied on the low-slope portion of the roof so the old tile could be reattached.

Custom Roo�ng took on this project and was led by Bob Hill, who noted the building’s problem areas. 

“Some decking areas were rotten and had to be replaced completely. Other areas we were able to repair. There was a courtyard area 

that butted up against a brick wall that needed a lot of attention,” Hill said. 

The total area of the reroof project was 240 squares, which included 210 squares of steep slope at a 4:12 pitch, and 30 squares of low 

slope.

“Replacement of the old tile underlayment was pretty straightforward. We were able to remove the old tile one section at a time. We 

stacked it on another portion of the roof while we removed the original underlayment, which was pretty well shot. We then applied 

the Bitec Mat-40 tile underlayment and reapplied the old tile,” stated Hill. 

Hill noted that not all of the tiles could be removed intact, and a few were inevitably broken during the process, but they were 

replaced with a similar tile from U.S. Tile.

The existing cold-applied system on the low-slope portion of the roof was torn off and replaced with a new Bitec 3-ply self-adhering 

system. The Bitec Imper�ex system was placed over one layer of two-inch ISO and one layer of quarter-inch DensDeck. The products 

chosen and the diligent installation allowed for an easier process and reduced fumes for the operating building.
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Tecta America Zero Chooses Carlisle’s FleeceBACK 
EPDM with Factory Applied Tape Seam Technology to 
Re-Roof Their Of�ce and Warehouse

Last year, the team at Tecta America Zero, a Carlisle Authorized Applicator since 1983, were in need of a re-roof on their of�ce and 

warehouse. The original roof of this 30,000-square-foot facility featured coated smooth surface modi�ed bitumen over gypsum 

decking. The coating was old and at the end of its life, causing leaks and other issues that needed attention. Instead of tearing off the 

existing roof, the Tecta America Zero team chose Carlisle’s FleeceBACK EPDM with 3-inch Factory Applied Tape Seam Technology, a 

perfect solution for a direct recover application like this one. 

Tecta America Zero’s team of contractors began by power washing the existing roof surface to clean it of any loose coating. They 

wanted to avoid having to penetrate the existing gypsum deck with plates and fasteners, so choosing a FleeceBACK EPDM system 

adhered with Flexible FAST Dual Tank Adhesive allowed them to re-roof their of�ce building without penetrating into the deck. 

Carlisle’s FleeceBACK EPDM membranes are manufactured using a patented hot-melt adhesive technology to bond a �eece backing 

to the EPDM sheet, along with either 3-inch or 6-inch Factory Applied Tape to ensure consistent, quality seams. 

The combination of Carlisle’s FleeceBACK EPDM membrane and Flexible FAST Adhesive is an economical direct recover option for 

occupied buildings. Adhering the FleeceBACK EPDM membrane to the existing roof surface eliminates the need for a cover board, 

reducing material costs by up to 40%. Additionally, a FleeceBACK EPDM system provides superior hail and puncture resistance, 

passing Factory Mutual’s (FM) severe hail test. Tecta America Zero Company’s of�ce and warehouse will be protected from the 

elements and backed by the performance of Carlisle’s FleeceBACK systems for years to come. 

https://www.carlislesyntec.com/Document-Viewer/fleeceback-recover-application/469b8cb5-83df-a0e1-839f-c7e9524db991
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The Equipter RB4000 Raises the Bar in the Roo�ng 
Industry

Roo�ng contractors across the U.S. have been experiencing the power of the Equipter RB4000 dump trailer since 2004. 

What makes it so appealing?

For some contractors, it’s reduced labor costs. For others, it’s getting more done faster. For others still, it’s about the unmatched 

professionalism in sales and on the job. 

In 2020, Equipter surveyed its customers to gauge how its �agship model has impacted their roo�ng companies. 

Of those surveyed, 94% said the RB4000’s biggest impact has been allowing them to do more work with more ef�cient crews. 

“Instead of having a full time cleanup crew, with the Equipter I can have an extra guy or two on the roof,” said Brandon Hartzler of 

Hart Exteriors, Milton, Pa. 

Training crew members on roof installation leads to more versatile and valuable workers and creates a deeper sense of loyalty, 

boosting morale and increasing employee retention. So, it’s no wonder that 75% of Equipter owners said that their workers are very 

excited about working with the Equipter. 

Cody Dykes of Superior Roo�ng in Auburn, Ala., reported: “The Equipter has helped lower time on the job and my payroll expense 

while keeping our crews fresher and happier.”

Many contractors surveyed also noted that homeowners are very impressed with the Equipter RB4000, giving them a more 

competitive edge during the sales process. 

“Most people think you’re established if you show up with a piece of equipment like that,” explained Equipter customer Larry 

Szymczak of LDS Exteriors, Macomb Township, Mich. 

Larry also noted that the Equipter helps his team close two to four more jobs a month.

It’s clear that from start to �nish, the American-made Equipter RB4000 in�uences every part of the roo�ng process. Contractors can 

visit www.equipter.com or call 717-661-3591 to learn more about this unique dump trailer.

https://www.equipter.com/?utm_source=jul21&utm_medium=case-study&utm_campaign=rc
http://www.equipter.com/
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Superior Roo�ng Underlayments from a Trusted Name in Roo�ng

As a division of Carlisle Construction Materials, Carlisle WIP Products manufactures innovative, high-performance underlayments 

and �ashings that provide superior waterproo�ng protection for virtually any residential or commercial application. Typically 

installed below a steep-slope roo�ng product such as shingles or metal, Carlisle’s Self-Adhering Water & Ice Protection (WIP®) 

roo�ng underlayments offer premium protection against water and ice damming. Carlisle WIP Products’ roo�ng, waterproo�ng, and 

�ashing solutions all offer long-term performance and energy ef�ciency. 

Award Winning Innovation: Carlisle WIP Products’ WIP GRIP Premium Shingle Self-Adhering Roo�ng Underlayment is an award-

winning product that took the residential roo�ng industry by storm. Voted Best New Residential Product at the 2020 International 

Roo�ng Expo, WIP GRIP is a 55-mil, rubberized asphalt, �berglass-reinforced membrane used as a shingle underlayment on critical 

roof areas such as eaves, ridges, valleys, dormers, and skylights. Flexible WIP GRIP underlayment protects roo�ng structures and 

interior spaces from water penetration caused by wind-driven rain and ice dams and may also be used as covering for the entire roof 

to prevent moisture or water entry.

High-Temperature Protection:  WIP 300HT is a high-tensile-strength, rubberized asphalt underlayment speci�cally designed to 

withstand temperatures up to 250°F (121°C). Ideal for use under metal including copper, zinc, and COR-TEN ®, WIP 300HT can also 

be used under synthetic, concrete, and clay tiles, as well as asphalt shingles. This strong, skid-resistant membrane is available in 

either black or white and provides superior protection from water penetration caused by wind-driven rain and ice dams. WIP 300HT 

is ideal for use under metal roo�ng. The non-reinforced membrane allows for enhanced �exibility, and its exposed asphalt bead 

ensures lap seam watertightness. 

https://www.carlislewipproducts.com/
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Roof Rock removal made easy with the Hurricane 600 
Roof Vacuum

Click Boxes Below to Learn MoreROOFING PRODUCTS - GENERAL
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